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The Penguin Social History of Britain
2001-11-01

a portrait of 18th century england from its princes to its paupers from its metropolis to its smallest hamlet the topics covered include diet housing prisons rural festivals bordellos plays
paintings and work and wages

The Penguin social history of Britain
1999

originally published in 1983 by weidenfeld and nicholson this is the third revised edition of this exploration of english society brought up to the present day briggs s approach to history
is to emphasize human experience rather than concepts switching from kitchen to drawing room or garden from field to factory

A Social History of England
2003-02-27

high and popular culture family race gender and class relations sexual attitudes and material conditions science and technology the diversity of social developments in britain from 1945
to 2002 are thoroughly explored in this new edition of aclassic text something of a tour de force without serious distortion or omission he moves dexterously through a wide variety of
sources ranging from poetry through film and novels to opinion polls it is astonishing how much he gets in times educational supplement an enjoyable readable usable achievement
which leads the field john vincent sunday times

British Society Since 1945
1968

the late nineteenth century and edwardian era suggests jose harris in this book represent a sharp break with the early years of queen victoria s reign indeed despite the intense
upheavals of two world wars it was the beliefs social structures and oppositional forces established between 1870 and 1914 which dominated british life right up until the 1960s

English Social History
1994-03-31

high and popular culture family race gender and class relations sexual attitudes and material conditions science and technology the diversity of social development in these areas is
explored in this text within a clear chronological framework

The Penguin Social History of Britain
1985



offers full coverage of the chief personalities events wars and politics of the period featuring the internal histories of africa china and other empires and examines colonialism and the
social developments of the time

A Social History of England
1973

this is a lively and original new study of the social history of britain between 1870 and 1914 jose harris surveys and reinterprets many themes demography and disease work and
religion social reform and social theory feminism and family life the period was marked by the co existence of many trends and principles often believed to be mutually exclusive dr
harris vividly conveys a sense of the diversity which characterized the age and reveals the doubts and ambivalencies of contemporaries she shows that in many respects great britain at
this period was a ramshackle and amorphous society characterized by a myriad of contradictory opinions at every level from parish pump to empire private lives public spirit suggests
that many victorians and edwardians were remarkably different from their modern stereotypes and that much of what are now thought of as quintessentially victorian values stemmed
less from traditional ideas and structures than from progressive reformist movements of the very end of victoria s reign it is a readable and compelling depiction of britain during the
watershed period before the first world war a period whose characteristic ideas and structures did not vanish with the war but survived with great tenacity over the next half century

Illustrated English Social History
1996

roy porter a historian of formidable range turns to urban history in this marvellously lucid informative and passionate book porter s facts are always at the service of the narrative which
has a finely maintained momentum balancing statistics with the words of historians diarists and novelists poets and churchmen pepys boswell fielding walpole blake mayhew wells woolf
spark a timely and brilliant book claire tomalin evening standard a vivid celebration of the city but also an elegy for its decline bubbling with statistics and anecdote from boadicea to
betjeman richard holmes daily telegraph books of the year

British Society Since 1945
1996

this is a completely new and updated edition of j m roberts and odd arne westad s widely acclaimed landmark bestseller the penguin history of the world for generations of readers the
penguin history of the world has been one of the great cultural experiences the entire story of human endeavour laid out in all its grandeur and folly drama and pain in a single
authoritative book now for the first time it has been completely overhauled for its 6th edition not just bringing it up to date but revising it throughout in the light of new research and
discoveries such as the revolution in our understanding of many civilizations in the ancient world the closing sections of the book reflect what now seems to be the inexorable rise of asia
and the increasingly troubled situation in the west about the authors j m roberts cbe published the penguin history of the world in 1976 to immediate acclaim his other major books
include the paris commune from the right the triumph of the west which was also a successful television series the penguin history of europe and the penguin history of the twentieth
century he died in 2003 odd arne westad fba is professor of international history at the london school of economics he has published fifteen books on modern and contemporary
international history among them the global cold war which won the bancroft prize and decisive encounters a standard history of the chinese civil war he also served as general co editor
of the cambridge history of the cold war reviews a work of outstanding breadth of scholarship and penetrating judgements there is nothing better of its kind jonathan sumption sunday
telegraph a stupendous achievement a j p taylor a brilliant book the most outstanding history of the world yet written j h plumb



The Penguin Dictionary of Eighteenth-century History
1988

this account of artisan and working class society in its formative years 1780 to 1832 adds an important dimension to our understanding of the nineteenth century e p thompson shows
how the working class took part in its own making and re creates the whole life experience of people who suffered loss of status and freedom who underwent degradation and who yet
created a culture and political consciousness of great vitality

English Society in the Eighteenth Century
1993

first published in 1972 under the title total war the penguin history of the second world war was designed by its authors to show a rising generation why the second world war happened
and how it was conducted in this bold feat of compression they give as much stress and space to political social and moral forces not to mention intelligence and other activities behind
the line as to the ensuing clashes of arms this acclaimed analysis of the causes and courses of the second world war has stood the tests of time and criticism

Private Lives, Public Spirit
1942

the definitive guide to the history of economic thought fully revised twenty years after first publication roger backhouse s definitive guide takes the story of economic thinking from the
ancient world to the present day with a brand new chapter on the twenty first century and updates throughout to reflect the latest scholarship covering topics including globalisation
inequality financial crises and the environment backhouse brings his breadth of expertise and a contemporary lens to this original and insightful exploration of economics revealing how
we got to where we are today

Illustrated English Social History
2000-10-31

a presentation of the social history of britain from 1348 1500 describing medieval society with its rigid stratifications of nobility and peasant and the transition to the beginning of the
early modern period

London A Social History
1979

a book that revolutionised our understanding of english social history e p thompson shows how the english working class emerged through the degradations of the industrial revolution
to create a culture and political consciousness of enormous vitality



A Social History of the Third Reich
2013-03-28

this dictionary covers the period 1789 1945 a revised edition it includes new entries and the text has been brought up to date to reflect information current at the time of publication it
includes the non european world social economic and ideological developments and political events

The Penguin History of the World
1986

this history of england in the 18th century is not a chronological narrative of ministries and wars but a history of the development of english society the ministries and wars of course
have their place but no greater a place than the economic cultural and social history of the time the book is divided into three parts the ages of walpole of chatham and of pitt

English Social History
1964

now fully updated to 2009 this acclaimed history of latin america tells its turbulent story from columbus to chavez beginning with the spanish and portugese conquests of the new world
it takes in centuries of upheaval revolution and modernization up to the present day looking in detail at argentina mexico brazil chile and cuba and gives an overview of the cultural
developments that have made latin america a source of fascination for the world a first rate work of history his cool scholarly gaze and synthesizing intelligence demystify a part of the
world peculiarly prone to myth making this book covers an enormous amount of ground geographically and culturally tony gould independent on sunday

The Making of the English Working Class
1984

winner of the american historical association s john k fairbank prize shortlisted for the cundhill history prize 2017 this is the finest single volume history of vietnam in english it
challenges myths and raises questions about the socialist republic s political future guardian powerful and compelling vietnam will be of growing importance in the twenty first century
world particularly as china and the us rethink their roles in asia christopher goscha s book is a brilliant account of that country s history rana mitter a vigorous eye opening account of a
country of great importance to the world past and future kirkus reviews over the centuries the vietnamese have beenboth colonizers themselves and the victims of colonization by
others their country expanded shrunk split and sometimes disappeared often under circumstances far beyond their control despite these often overwhelming pressures vietnam has
survived as one of asia s most striking and complex cultures as more and more visitors come to this extraordinary country there has been for some years a need for a major history a
book which allows the outsider to understand the many layers left by earlier emperors rebels priests and colonizers christopher goscha s new work amply fills this role drawing on a
lifetime of thinking about indo china he has created a narrative which is consistently seen from inside vietnam but never loses sight of the connections to the outside as wave after wave
of invaders whether chinese french japanese or american have been ultimately expelled we see the terrible cost to the vietnamese themselves vietnam s role in one of the cold war s
longest conflicts has meant that its past has been endlessly abused for propaganda purposes and it is perhaps only now that the events which created the modern state can be seen
from a truly historical perspective christopher goscha draws on the latest research and discoveries in vietnamese french and english his book is a major achievement describing both the
grand narrative of vietnam s story but also the byways curiosities differences cultures and peoples that have done so much over the centuries to define the many versions of vietnam
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The Penguin History of the Second World War
1991
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1948
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The Penguin History of Economics
1990



English Society in the Later Middle Ages, 1348-1500
1966
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The Making of the English Working Class
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A Social History of England
1992-01-01

Émile Durkheim, His Life and Work
1949
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The Penguin History of Modern Vietnam
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